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Yes, science can be made fun and easy! This book features the solar system in all its glory. You
can see pictures of the planets and the galaxy in full color. The layout is definitely going to
amaze and delight a child. As a result, learning becomes highly entertaining. Grab a copy today!
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TigerFL, “I learned something from this book!. Our solar system (sun, moons and planets):
second grade science series. Warning this book contains spoilers. This book starts off with an
explanation as to exactly what is included in our solar system. We start off learning about the
sun, and then we move outward and discover other planets in their order of closeness to the sun.
Mercury the next planet is also the smallest planet. Venus is next in line. After Venus comes
earth. Earth is the only planet that we know of that has life. Earth is where we live. Now we learn
about Mars the red planet. After Mars is Jupiter the largest planet in the solar system. Next we
see Saturn and its famous giant rings. Then we learn about Uranus; the first planet discovered
by using a telescope. Finally we learn about the last planed in out solar system Neptune.
Neptune is the farthest planet from the sun. Next this book goes into showing pictures of the
moons of different planets. The first moon pictured is the Earth’s moon. I am glad that this book
shows and gives the names of some of our other planet’s moons. It helps to give second graders
an idea of just how vast our solar system is. I think that this book does a great job of presenting
information using language that most second graders will be able to understand. I would be
surprised if a second grader was able to read this book themselves, but it has great pictures and
facts. I know I will be reading it to my kids a few times at least. This book is a great place to start
exploring our solar system. I received this product at a discount in exchange for my honest
review. However at the time of this review the kindle version is free to everyone.”

KimCon, “Visually engaging and filled with cool info!. My seven year old son and I have
thoroughly enjoyed the book titled "Our Solar System; Sun, Moons, and Planets." As a former
teacher of second grade, I was very interested to see how this book was laid out and what the
format was. In addition, I was very curious about the readability of the book.Upon exploring the
book, we found the book to be very visually appealing. The pages were filled with interesting
pictures, words which are not to small in size, and graphics which filled the page. My son loved it
and it definitely held his attention. I specifically liked the way the size of planets was
explained....very user friendly. My son liked the colors and the way the pictures were laid out.
He is in second grade, and he was able to read this book to me tonight. He was very happy and
proud! The readability of this book is "right on."This book would be great for homeschoolers or
for second grade classrooms.....the way it brings scientific content to the reader in an engaging
manner is just what one wants in content material. high interest stuff is where it's at! This book
appears to be part of a series, so I believe we will order some of the other ones....my son liked
learning the science in a fun and engaging way. He was also very proud of being able to read
the book, and he seemed enthralled by some of the pictures.This book was only available for the
kindle, so that is the version I purchased. I would love a hard copy of the book for our home, and
I bet my son would like to bring it into his classroom to show his cohorts. If you are looking for a
book about the solar system which holds a child's interest and brings this aspect of physical



science to life, this book is for you. It was user friendly, visually engaging, and filled with
interesting info. Although there was a lot of information in the book, this was not a flat or boring
read. To the contrary, in fact! This book made learning real info fun for my son! Although I could
have received a discount, as I had planned to review this book, I did not receive the discount,
because I was tardy in utilizing my promo code. I still wanted the book, so I did purchase it at the
99 cent kindle book price.”

Ally S., “Great Book for the Eight Planets and 5 of the Moons. I will admit, I have a soft spot for
science and my daughter and I LOVE these books by Baby Professor. Our Kindle Library is full
of all different kinds of books, but my daughter loves these she asks to read them with me daily.
Whenever I see another Baby Professor book, I immediately download it. She was SO excited
when I told her I got another space book. (It is her current obsession)The kindle editions have
flawless formatting that is simple and easy to follow. When we read these I sit along with my two
year old and she is able to swipe for me after reading each page. She really loves to swipe to
see the different pictures.Our Solar System (Sun, Moons & Planets) : Second Grade Science
Series: 2nd Grade Books (Children's Astronomy & Space Books) contains 15 interesting facts
about the eight planets and 5 moons in our solar system. They are accurate and simple to
understand. There are 14 stunning and pretty photos of the eight planets and of 5 moons in our
solar system. They are very high resolution and are great quality on a phone or tablet screen.I
would definitely recommend this book (and the entire series) to parents, teachers and children
of any age.**This product was provided to me for free in exchange for my honest review. All of
my review above are 100% my own and they reflect my honest and unbiased opinion.**”

dawn, “Love it. Fantastic item”

Susan, “Excellent book. My 2.5 year old adughter loves this book and has learnt all her planets.
Every night for 2 weeks now she has asked me to read it.”

Laura, “Four Stars. very informative”

The book by Baby Professor has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 147 people have provided feedback.
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